During the stacking cycle at a proton storage ring, it often occurs that coasting and bunched beams coexist, rotating in the same direction. The problem of the two beams oscillating coherently with each other is formulated and discussed. We demonstrate that when the tune distribution is dominated by the sextupole contribution, one common transverse dipole feedback system is enough to damp both the coasting beam and the bunched beam instabilities.
Summary
During the stacking cycle at a proton storage ring, it often occurs that coasting and bunched beams coexist, rotating in the same direction. The problem of the two beams oscillating coherently with each other is formulated and discussed. We demonstrate that when the tune distribution is dominated by the sextupole contribution, one common transverse dipole feedback system is enough to damp both the coasting beam and the bunched beam instabilities.
Introduc t ion
During the stacking cycle at CBA, there will be a situation where the stacked coasting beam and the iniected bunched beam coexist and rotate in the same direction in a ring. In dealing with the coherent instability problems of such beams, it has so far been assumed that the two beams are not coupled through the coupling impedance of the environment, and thus we can discuss the instabilities of the two beams separately. While this approximation is valid when the two beams are located inside the ring far away from each other, it becomes dubious when the bunched beam is brought closer to the stacked beam. Therefore, it is important that we learn how to deal with the problems of two beams interacting strongly with each other and oscillating coherently.
There is, yet, another no less important reason why we should tackle this problem. It (2) "rB v'C where Dn and Dn are constants, and V is the coherent tune of the collective motion. We choose the convention that the real part of V is always positive. Also it is evident from (1) and (2) The major conclusion of this paper is that for a machine where the tune distribution is dominated by the sextupole contribution, such as CBA, a common dipole feedback system is enough to damp out the coherent instabilities of In such a weak coupling limit, the left-hand side of (13) The meaning of (14) and (15) is that under the condition (13), the feedback system damps the two beams almost independently. 
